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dialectology in particular. His versatile activity is highlighted in the dissertation by Attila Shalga, 
the dialectological topics in the article by Ielyzaveta Baran (2018: 9 18), the Hutsul dialectological 
and ethnographic topics in the article by Ielyzaveta Baran and Renata Romanyuk (2012: 324 329).  
The aim of the article is to present facts about the biography and research activity of the 
Ukrainian linguistic science, dialectology in particular, to determine his place in Ukrainian 
linguistics. 
born on January 22, 1880 in Rakhiv (historical Maramoroshchyna), which at that time was part of 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He studied in the High School and Theological Seminary in 
Uzhgorod. He continued his education at the Universities of Budapest, Leipzig and St. Petersburg. 
University in Budapest. He was a student of famous Slavists  
Shakhmatov, Jan Baudouin de Courtenay. In 1919 the Department of Ruthenian Language and 
a 
lecturer at this d
it was a short-term appointment. 
ogy, ethnography, cultural studies of 
modern Transcarpathia (former Subcarpathian Rus), history of the Ukrainian, Ruthenian and 
Russian literature. The fate of Ukrainians and the Ukrainian language is repeatedly considered in 
the works  
In 1910 
was published. It had been written under supervision of the famous Hungarian 
 
12 
1920). It was the first time that the phonetic system of Rakhiv Hutsul 
dialect had been explored, the author provided a characterization of the phonetic features as well 
as a map of settlements in which the Hutsul dialect functions and some data on the history of the 
village of Rakhiv (now it is an urban settlement). 
substantiating this claim with 
differences in phonetics, vocabulary, morphology and syntax. 
 is that he informed the Hungarian scientific 
community of the status of the Ukrainian language as the one having the right to function as a 
literary language of the Ukrainian people, and estimated its place among the other Slavic 
languages. 
Through his scientific investigations he made a great contribution to the development of the 
science of Ukrainian language, dialectology, including Hutsul dialects, and through his research 
findings he informed a wide range of Hungarian scholars about Ukrainians, their language, 
history, ethnography, the history of Transcarpathian literature and culture. 
Keywords: Ukrainian Language in Hungar Transcarpathia, Ukrainian 
Language, Ukrainian Dialects, Hutsul Dialects. 
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arsov 3, bisalma , bilcsiv , cipov csipka , 
dugov esernyivka fejsza fogas jandik , galyir 
kancsov , kapcsa kosar ,  
nadragi , paplan , portik , rojti , szivor 
tanyir - birtok birov 
elnik fivnik fiskalis fevispan 
, hivatal , irnok jarasbirov , 
kincstar , kisbirov kormanyos 
, render ,  , 
varmegye vigrehajtov valasztman 
asztalos , borbily , cukrasz , kertisz , kondas 




 antalag , 
bagov banovaty , duhan , gazda , huszar 
, choszen 
hotar kantar , keltovati , leginy , 
                                                          3  
 
17 
magyar , marha , pohar , bantovati , beteg 
, birovaty , hir , kalap , kocsija , szeginy , 
szerencsa , valov , , varos  
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